The homes at Summit Residences have spacious
living areas and unique designs that encompass
quality finishes and unparalleled workmanship.

Buyers find their
‘dream house’

H

eading home from a visit with friends
in Chilliwack, Bill and Linda Fitzpatrick
chanced upon a sign for The Summit
Residences.
“We decided to check it out on a whim. We
walked into the show home and three days
later we had the ball rolling to buy one,” says
Linda.

Besides falling in love with the spectacular
show home, the Richmond couple was taken
away by the breathtaking views of the snowcapped mountains and the Fraser Valley.
“You couldn’t pay me to leave; it’s like being
on holidays every day.” The retired couple
believes The Summit Residences offers a real
sense of community they found lacking in
their old neighbourhood. “This is the West
Vancouver of the Fraser Valley, without the
traffic headaches and the stress of city living,”
says Linda.
The Summit Residences combines the very
best of urban living with flawless country
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living lifestyle, while seamlessly fitting into its
natural, tranquil landscape.
“All of our homes at Summit Residences have
been designed to take full advantage of the
views,” says Kevin Chester, owner of Domae
Homes.
Building on a mountain requires an experienced builder, and Domae has worked hard
to design and build plans for the uphill lots
that would function well, and embrace the
incredible views.
Domae has just introduced two plans, the
Sundance and the Brighton, that allow the
master bedroom to be incorporated into
the main floor living. These unique designs
offer this desirable feature, while enjoying
the spectacular views through the vast
expanse of glass. And a classic design, the
Sunmeadow, is available on a limited number
of downhill home sites.
A standout among the long list of features
at Summit Residences is the quality control
that goes into these homes. “We’re very
focused on high standards for every phase of
the construction process,” says Chester. “We
create homes that we would be proud to live
in ourselves.”
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Sundance features unique plan and incredible view.

Buyers appreciate that they can make
their home their own. Domae off ers
well-thought-out designs, quality finishes
and work closely with each homebuyer
to personalize their home. The Summit
R esidences is an exclusive collection of
52 homes offering unparalleled quality
and workmanship.For more information,
telephone 604-824-6473 or visit www.
summitresidences.ca

SUMMIT RESIDENCES
AT A GLANCE
SHOW HOME:

47073 MacFarlane Place, Chilliwack
SQUARE FOOTAGE:

1,750 to 2,335 square feet (plus unfinished
basement area)

